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POLITICS IN PROPHECY
Q.What are all of these Presidents laughing at us
about?
A.They are all NWO Globalists!
This interview discusses what that means for us in
Scripture prophecy in
the Book of Revelation.
Visit our website to hear this program free!
Click button to subscribe to podcast.

Latest News At Tsiyon
Guest Appearance
On October 24 Eliyahu ben David was pleased to make an encore guest appearance on S. Denice
Newton's radio program, AfterThoughts. Denise had some great new questions and the interview
took some surprising turns. Thanks Denise, for a great interview! We are airing a portion of that
interview in this week's program.

Listener Feedback - Lisbon Treaty, Beast 2010?
Who is the Seed of the Woman?
Listener Comment: If you have time please would you comment on the following: "Ireland has
said Yes to the Lisbon Treaty. The Beast is now awake. .. Prophecies .. point to 2010." Thank you.

[Segment continues below]
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Tsiyon Answer: There is no question that the Lisbon Treaty helps to pave the way for the rise of
the European Union as a unified European empire, which in turn will lead to the one-world "beast"
government foretold in Revelation, and that this must be preceded by economic crisis, war, famine,
pestilence and radical social and political change. As my book Announcing Judgment Day and my
Revelation Series of Tsiyon radio programs explains in depth, the forces that will lead to all of this Our
have been released (i.e. The Four Horsemen) in 2008 and are now at work in the world. From now
until the Tribulation we will continue to see a series of progressively worsening "labor pains" in
which all of the above systemic maladies are manifested to the point of intolerable crisis, meant to
eventually give birth to world government. The big question is: how long will all of this take before
the Tribulation period begins?

Israel Site
Focus on Israel
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The severity of the "labor pains" are taken by many to indicate an early date for the Tribulation.
2010, 2012, 2014, and other early dates are put forth by various advocates. This sense of alarm is
understandable, as we watch the world system crumble around us. However, my information based
on prophetic Scripture, as explained in the sources above, is that the Tribulation will not happen
until the Remnant of Israel is regathered out of all nations and returned as a united people to the
Land, to their place of safety through the Tribulation events to follow. This regathering and unified
return to the land will take more time to complete than the collapse of the present world order would
otherwise take, so YHWH will lengthen the period of systemic collapse of the world to allow for thePass It On
regathering work of the Remnant to be completed. My best spiritual advice is: totally give yourself
to the service of YHWH and put your whole trust in Him and His Word. My best practical advice is
If you know someone who would like to
to get out of debt, convert paper "wealth" into real wealth before the collapse of fiat currencies, receive this newsletter, please forward.
become as self-sufficient from the system as possible, network and seek community with other likeminded and trustworthy believers, and generally prepare to weather a longer period from now to the
Tribulation than any of the early dates now offered. All such predicted dates WILL FAIL. We are
looking at an endurance race - not a sprint - to the finish. The watchword for this period is
"endurance."
He who endures to the end, the same will be saved. Matt 24:13
Listener Comment: I read Revelation Judgment - excellent. Do you plan on writing another book to cover the rest of Revelation? I
purchased your CD's, but a book would be wonderful!!
Tsiyon Answer: Thanks for your email. I'm glad you were blessed by the book and CDs. The book is the 1st in a series of 7 books on
Revelation. The next one in the series will be out in 2010. I would like to get them all out immediately, but it takes time to write them!
;-)
Listener Comment: What is (or rather, who are) "the remnant of the woman" Rev 12:17 ? Thanks!!
Tsiyon Answer: Thanks for your question on Revelation 12. I love Revelation 12!!! :-)
The earlier part of Revelation 12 focuses on the corporate "manchild" (i.e. 144,000) bondslaves selected out of the 12 tribes of Israel,
then returned to the Land and manifesting the Kingdom Government of Messiah in the earth. (Rev. 12:5, 7:1-8, 14:1-8)
Here's the verse you asked about, which is the last verse of the chapter:
The dragon grew angry with the woman, and went away to make war with the rest of her seed, who keep God’s
commandments and hold Yeshua’s testimony. Rev 12:17
When the dragon finds that he is unable to gobble up the Manchild (144,000) or the Woman (Covenant Israel) he will focus his wrath
on the "rest of her seed, who keep God’s commandments and hold Yeshua’s testimony."
The "rest of her seed" are the believers around the world who will see Yah's miracles in the return of His remnant to the Land and will
respond to their message from wherever they may live, thus becoming "the rest of her seed" that will be "grafted-in" to renewed Israel
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during the Great Tribulation. These will be physically vulnerable to the attack of the dragon through the world system, since they will
still be living in the lands of the gentile nations in which they live, outside of the "safety-zone" YHWH will have prepared for the
safety of Remnant Israel then in the Land.
That is not to say YHWH cannot physically save whomever He will, wherever they may be. However, the choices believers make
will influence their outcome (See Dan. 3, Rev 13:10).
Clearly, there is an advantage to responding early to the message, since those who do will have opportunity to return to the Land with
the remnant of Israel, to flee to the prepared place of safety. Better late than never, however, since the "Great Multitude out of all
nations" who will "come out of the Great Tribulation" will also be eternally blessed in the favor of YHWH. (Revelation 7:9-17)
Thoughts from Eliyahu ben David:
These are both critical and confusing times. By now most people sense the world is in some sort of huge transition, but opinions vary
about what we can expect. Here at Tsiyon we offer you a consistent vision of the future based on Scripture prophecy and prophetic
landmarks that fulfill Scripture. Our picture is clear, concise and takes into consideration ALL of the Bible prophecy that has been
waiting for fulfillment in our day. Already we have passed many dates when others said the end would come and we said it must take
longer. Simply put, we were right and they were wrong. Why? Because time is needed for the remnant nation of Israel to be raised up!
While others keep overlooking that prophetic landmark event, we do not. This IS the final generation, yet the Tribulation will not fall
until the believing Remnant of Israel have been raised up as a nation and have returned to the Land. This work is in process, but still
has a long way to go. Until then, the world situation is like the labor of a pregnant woman, and the ever-worsening labor pains must
drag on longer than we would wish. Do not let that discourage you. Endure in the power of His strength. Keep busy walking in His
will, and we shall all be there soon enough!
Blessings and shalom in the name of Y'shua Messiah,

Eliyahu ben David
www.tsiyon.org
Tsiyon Radio M-F on Wilkins Communications Radio Network
Tsiyon Radio is now broadcasting on 7 AM stations of the Wilkins Communications Network. Our programs are aired M-F on all of these stations at the places and times listed
here. If you live in one of these areas please tune in and join us - and tell your friends. Also, let us know if you are enjoying our program broadcast on your local station.
KXKS AM 1190 Albuquerque, NM M-F, 5:30to6:30AM Regular Time
9:00-10:00AM Bonus Timeslot!
KCNW AM 1190 (Kansas City KS/MO) M-F, 5:00-6:00AM Regular Time
1:30-2:30PM Bonus Timeslot!
KIOU AM 1480 (Shreveport, LA)

M-F, 6:00-7:00AM Regular Time
4:00-5:00PM Bonus Timeslot!

WITK AM 1380 (Wilkes Bare/
Scranton, PA)

M-F, 5:00to6:00AM Regular Time
10:30-11:30AM Bonus Timeslot!

WLMR AM 1450 Chattanooga, TN M-F, 5:00to6:00AM Regular Time
10:15-11:15PM Bonus Timeslot!
WSKY AM 1230 AM Asheville, NC
WIJD 1270 AM Mobile, AL

M-F, 5:00 to 6:00AM Regular Time
M-F, 6:00 to 7:00AM Regular Time
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